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Little Red Riding Hood 



Charles Perrault (French, 1697) 



Charles Perrault (French, 1697) 

•  Cakes, butter to Granny; two paths 
•  Wolf eats Granny, climbs in bed, softens voice 
•  Arms, legs, ears, eyes, teeth 
•  Gobbles her up 



“Story of Grandmother” (French, 1885) 

•  Bread, milk to Granny’s, wolf at crossroads (needles 
and pins) 

•  Wolf kills Granny, flesh and bottle of blood 
•  LLRH stripped (apron, dress, skirt, stockings into 

the fire) then into bed 
•  Hairy nails, shoulders, nostrils, mouth; goes to pee 

and escapes 



Brothers Grimm  





Grimm’s “Little Red Cap” 

•  Velvet cap, cake and wine to Grandma 
•  Wolf sends her off in forest to pick flowers 
•  Eats Granny, puts on her clothes and night cap, into 

bed 
•  Little Red Cap draws curtains from bed, eaten 
•  Hunter hears Wolf snoring, cuts his tummy open, 

rescuing Granny and Red Cap 
•  Stones in belly of the wolf who dies 







Calvino, “False Grandmother” (1883) 
•  Girl to Jordan River (ring-shaped cakes) and Rake 

Gate (bread and oil) 
•  Raised up by rope to dark room with Ogress who ate 

Grandma 
•  Ogress tells her to eat teeth (beans) and ears 

(fritters), and climb into bed 
•  Hairy hands, chest, hips, and tail 
•  Ties nanny goat to rope and goes to pee 
•  Escapes via Jordan and Rake Gate; Ogress drowns 



“Goldflower and the Bear” (Chinese) 
•  Mother goes to Auntie, tells children to get Granny 

to spend the night 
•  Bear knocks saying he is Granny and to put out the 

candle 
•  Goldflower hears tail swishing, sees hairy tale, tricks 

Bear by de-licing brother (seeds into fire) 
•  GF into bed, up to pee, escapes 
•  Bear in pursuit sees GF’s reflection from tree 
•  She sends him to get for spears and kills him 



Postmodern Revisions 
•  James Thurber: “The Little Girl and the 

Wolf” (1940): LRRH shoots wolf (“for even in a 
nightcap a wolf does not look anymore like your 
grandmother than the Metro-Goldwyn lion looks 
like Calvin Coolidge”) 

•  Roald Dahl: “Little Red Riding Hood” and “The 
Three Little Pigs” (1980): Shoots wolf and makes a 
WOLFSKIN COAT; Rescues third pig, kills both, 
for a PIGSKIN TRAVELING CASE and another 
WOLFSKIN COAT 























“Beauty and the Beast” 

























Straparola, “The Pig King” 

3 Fairies come upon Queen sleeping after picking flowers 
Son will be a pig until 3rd marriage 

2 abusive daughters of poor maiden killed  
3rd (Meldina) redeems him by her kindness 

King orders pigskin to be burned 





Grimm’s “Frog King, Iron Heinrich” 

Golden ball down bottomless fountain 
Retrieved by Frog with promises 

Knocks on door, feeds at table, thrown against 
the wall 





















“The Frog Princess” 



Afanasev, “Frog Princess” (1855-64) 

•  3 arrows; shirt, bread, and dance contests 
•  Ivan burns frog skin and she flees to thrice ninth 

land in the thrice tenth kingdom 
•  Ivan sets off to retrieve Elena the Fair: three old 

sisters in huts 
•  Opens box, breaks spindle with gold thread, throws 

top and bottom behind and in front 
•  Flees with Elena, bridegroom in pursuit, stopped at 

Russian border 
•  Interlaced Hero Journeys 









6: “The Frog Daughter of the Czar” 
•  Anima and restoration of symbolic life: “versenken” 
•  Russian version: 3 arrows; towel, cake, wife to the 

banquet (rain, lightning, thunder) 
•  Food up the sleeves become garden with pillar & cat 

who tells folktales, and park with rivers & swans 
•  Burning of frog skin, cuckoo journeys to the 30th Czar’s 

Kingdom, 30th Strange Kingdom (Baba Yaga & bones) 
•  Prince to old man with thread leading to Baba Yaga 
•  Island Palace with iron, silver, gold doors, wife and 

dragon 





Von Franz, Interpretation, Chapter 4: “The Three 
Feathers” 

•  Old King with three sons, Dummling the youngest 
•  3 feathers to initiate tests for the heir 
•  Dummling down trap door to circle of toads: 
•  finest carpet 
•  finest ring 
•  finest wife (carrot coach and frog princess) 
•  final jump through the ring 



 4: “The Three Feathers” Commentary 

•  Incremental repetition, Necrotypes and Gynotypes 
•  Feathers: spirits, souls of the dead, intuitions 
•  King as divine principle of nation, psyche, dominant 

principle of the collective, Self 
•  Frazer: fertility, rituals of death and rebirth 
•  Queen as Eros, missing feminine 
•  Quaternities and Mandalas (Christ, Horus) and 4 

Functions 
•  Hero models balance male / female, ego / archetypes 



“Three Feathers” 
•  Trap door and song: threshold necrotype and 

poeisis / hermeneusis 
•  Stairs indicate ancestral, architectural memories 
•  Temenos of Great Goddesses of Celtic / Nordic 
•  Circle of Toads as Great Mother (uterus, Gimbutas) 
•  Task: bring up and reintegrate repressed feminine 
•  Carpet: original maternal territory; symbol of 

“patterns of life and secret designs of fate, 
conferring purpose and meaning, woven by dream” 

•  Revelation of form (eidos) catalyzed by nekyia 



“Three Feathers” 
•  Ring = eternal connection to divinity of Self through 

marriage; also fettered to demonic, “slave of some 
emotional unconscious complex” (Wagner’s Ring) 

•  Ball = spontaneous, creative movement generated by 
the unconscious 

•  Carrot = sexual fantasies activate substructure of the 
anima, the feminine repressed and denigrated by the 
individual man and the culture 

•  Carriage = vehicle to bring anima up to surface 
•  Mice = obsessive, nocturnal worries of the complex; 

also, souls of the dead (Lilith in Walpurgisnacht) 
•  Three and Four: incremental repetition to lysis 



6: “Three Feathers” 
•  Dancing in alternate version, “Frog Princess”: 

gynotypes of the Great Goddess 
•  Alchemical fire of transformation (burned skin): 

divestiture and ornithological necrotypes 
•  Frog Princess, Father’s curse, Dragon: old god 

image repressed, negative father complex 
•  Hades / Zeus / Persephone (incest motif) 
•  Gnosticism and the Dragon: Anima mundi 
•  Rivers to the Crimean peninsula and the Black Sea 





Yagul in Oaxaca 

















Angela Carter, “The Tiger’s Bride” (1993) 







“Urashima the Fisherman” (713) 

•  Catches 5-colored turtle, an Immortal Princess from 
the heavens 

•  Takes him to island palace on Eternal Mountain 
(jade and gemstones) 

•  7 girls (Pleiades) then 8 girls (Aldebaran) tell him he 
is Turtle’s Husband 

•  3 years of bliss then yearning for home 
•  Princess gives him a box he is not to open, and he 

returns home by boat 
•  300 years gone by, opens box, Princess vanishes 
•  Sings of her beauty and the far off paradise  



Zhen Wu and Taoist Immortals 







Pleiades and Aldebaran 





“Swan Maiden” (Scandinavian 1895) 

•  Peasant sees 3 swans turn into maidens on the beach 
•  Smitten and melancholy, gives up hunting 
•  Mother sends him to steal maiden’s clothes as sun 

sets 
•  Married 7 years before she flies off after he shows 

her the swan feathers 
•  He dies within a year 



“Snow White and the Huntsman 







Brothers Grimm “Snow White” 
•  Childless Queen pricks finger while sewing, 3 drops 

of blood fall in snow (red, black, and white wish) 
•  Dies in childbirth, Stepmother’s Mirror Mirror 

routine till 7 year old Snow White wins 
•  Huntsman brings boar liver and lungs back, Snow 

White off to dwarf cottage (miners in mountains) 
•  Stepmother’s sequence of visits to dwarves’s cottage 

beyond the 7 hills 
•  Lace, comb, poisoned apple, crystal coffin on 

mountaintop (owls, ravens, doves mourn) 
•  Prince finds coffin, SW spits apple out, Stepmother 

dies dancing on red-hot iron slippers 



























































“Blancanieves” 

















Aaron Suggs 



Basile, “The Young Slave” 
•  Baron of Selvascura’s sister Lilla gets pregnant jumping 

over a rosebush and eating a petal 
•  Fairy with sprained ankle curses her daughter Lisa: at 7 

mother will leave comb in hair 
•  Lisa encased in 7 crystal caskets in distant room 
•  Dying mother tells Baron, gives him the key, with 

promise never to open the casket 
•  Baron leaves keys with 2nd wife who opens casket 
•  Comb falls out and stepmother enslaves Lisa 
•  Baron brings Lisa doll, knife, pumice stone 
•  Overhears her tell story to the doll at knife point 
•  She retells story at banquet; Stepmother exiled 





“Lasair Gheug, King of Ireland’s Daughter” 



“Lasair Gheug” 

•  Malicious woman tells King’s 2nd wife his daughter 
will get the inheritance 

•  Queen promises oats, butter, and wool in exchange 
for help: kill King’s greyhound, palfrey, son and 
blame Lasair Gheug 

•  Sick Stepmother tells King to get Lasair Gheug’s 
heart and liver; cook substitutes suckling pig 

•  King takes her to huge forest, gives her horse, gold, 
and silver, cuts off 3 fingers for dog, horse, son 

•  LG comes upon 13 cats, one with single grey eye 



“Lasair Gheug” 

•  Blood drops in cauldron cooking a cow 
•  12 cats climb up and get gold and silver, Grey Eye 

gets her down, and she goes to bed with him 
•  Wakes up in Lochlann with Prince and 12 Squires 
•  Marries and has 3 unbaptized sons 
•  Back in Ireland Queen consults trout in well, sends 12 

maids to Lochlann with box of 3 grains of ice 
•  LG opens it and ice sticks in forehead and palms 
•  Buried in lead coffin, locked up in remote room 
•  2nd wife gets key, finds LG, ice falls out, resurrected 



“Lasair Gheug” 
 

•  Back in Ireland Queen consults trout in well, departs 
with King to Lochlann 

•  On Sunday LG catches wild boar, prepares fire, 
rides 3 times in and out of the church 

•  Tells children her story 3 times (greyhound, palfrey, 
son) plus promise not to tell anyone while on foot, 
horseback, or green earth (now riding boar) 

•  Boar set free, Queen of Ireland burned, King returns 
to Ireland with new wife (2nd Wife of King of 
Lochlann) 



Lasair Gheug and Arduinna 









































Anne Sexton 



“Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs” 

•  20 doorways at each turn in the wildwood 

•  7th week to the 7th mountain to the dwarfs’ 
“honeymoon cottage” with 7 chamber pots 

•  Lacing tight as an “Ace Bandage” 

•  Comb a “curved eight inch scorpion” 

•  Stepmother dies on “red-hot roller skates” 









Aschenputtel 



Grimms “Aschenputtel” 

•  Sorts peas and lentils from ashes 
•  Asks for hazel branch from father which grows on 

mother’s grave watered by tears 
•  Stepmother pours lentils into ashes two times before the 

ball (doves from tree help) 
•  Third day Aschenputtel gets gold and silver dress from 

hazel tree and goes to ball 3 times 
•  Escapes to dovecote, pear tree, then slipper found in 

pitch 
•  Prince searches; sisters mutilate toes and heels 
•  Marries Aschenputtel and doves peck eyes out of the 

wicked sisters 



“Donkeyskin” (Jacques Demy) 



Charles Perrault, “Donkeyskin” (1694) 

•  King and Queen have daughter in castle where Donkey 
excretes gold coins 

•  Queen dies, King promises only to marry someone as 
accomplished and beautiful as her (daughter) 

•  Daughter consults fairy godmother in remote grotto 
•  Puts off Father with requests for three dresses: blue sky, moon, 

and sun; then the donkey skin (Gnostic) 
•  Donkeyskin departs with dresses, diamonds, rubies 
•  Scullery maid on farm cleaning pig troughs, puts on dresses 

every Sunday in her room 
•  Aviary on nearby estate; Prince finds her, and peaks through 

keyhole one Sunday 



“Donkeyskin” 

•  She is a “seemingly divine creature in one of the lower 
courtyards at the end of a squalid alley, where you 
couldn’t even see a thing” 

•  Makes a cake with a ring that fits only her finger in the 
dough for the languishing Prince 

•  Other women mutilate their fingers till Prince finds and 
marries her 

•  She dresses in regal garb, golden hair studded with 
glittering diamonds for the wedding 

•  Reunited with Father, whose “wicked flame” had been 
transformed into paternal devotion 

•  Fairy Godmother tells the “whole story …covering 
Donkeyskin with glory” 



Juleidah (Princess in Suit of Leather) 



“Princess in the Suit of Leather” (Egyptian) 

•  Wife dies and gives King anklet that will only fit the 
one he should marry—his daughter 

•  Daughter escapes clothed in leather (sleeps at gate in 
pile of hides, heap of skins) 

•  Slave girl sees “two bright eyes staring out from 
middle of the hides” then taken to Queen 

•  “Broken winged soul” taken on as skivvy maid, who 
appears at banquet wearing the silks and jewels of a 
King’s bride, filling room with light 

•  2nd night leaves gold, pearls, pries ring from Prince 
at the doorway 



“Princess in the Suit of Leather” 

•  Prince searches for her “in land of paddles and 
ladles” 

•  She cooks cake with his ring inside 
•  Prince returns to palace and will only eat if Juleidah 

serves him 
•  2 visits and slashes leather suit off, leaving pile of 

skins on the floor; revealed to mother 
•  Father sets forth with old woman to Juleidah’s 

palace 
•  Disguised as Prince tells her story and reveals 

herself to her father 
•  Old woman flung off tall cliff 



The Five Sheathes 

•  Annamaya kosha (Food, Sex, Power) 

•  Pranamaya kosha (Breath) 

•  Vijañamaya kosha (Wisdom) 

•  Manomaya kosha (Mental) 

•  Anandamaya-kosha (Bliss) 





















“The Black Cow” 



“The Black Cow” 
•  Brahmin with son remarries woman with daughter who 

makes ash cakes for him 
•  Finds black cow who stamps feet to feed him sweets 
•  Stepmother finds out and urges husband to sell cow, but boy 

rides off with it into forest 
•  Find hole to home of Great Snake who holds up the world 

along with the Bull 
•  Feed it milk and Snake gives boy gold coat and body 

Golden hair swallowed by fish and sold to the castle 
•  Princess finds hair, finds boy, whom she marries 
•  Boy remembers Black Cow, makes funeral pyre from bones, 

and Cow appears 



Lin Lan “Cinderella” (1983) 



Lin Lan 
•  Mother dies, turns into Yellow Cow, who helps Beauty 

straighten hemp, sort sesame & beans 
•  Stepmother kills cow, Beauty puts bones into pot, which she 

smashes one night 
•  White horse, new dress, embroidered shoes appear, and it’s 

off to the party 
•  Shoe fall into a ditch and she rejects fishmonger, rice 

broker, oil merchant 
•  Marries scholar and visits home, where Pock face drowns 

her in the well 
•  Pock Face sent to Scholar as wife; Beauty transformed into 

a sparrow 



Lin Lan 
•  Sings, put in golden cage, killed by Pock Face and 

thrown into the garden 
•  Bamboo grows up, eaten and made into bed old woman 

retrieves when thrown out 
•  Ghost appears, a “dark shadow” washing rice, who 

turns into Beauty after putting on rice pot, dish cloth, 
and fire hooks for feet 

•  Tells story twice to Old Woman, whom she sends to 
Scholar with an embroidered bag 

•  Recognized and brought back home 
•  Pock Face’s 3 trials: walk on eggs, climb knife ladder, 

jump into cauldron 
•  Beauty sends bones of “her daughter’s flesh” to 

Stepmother, who dies 



“Yeh-hsien” (850) 

•  Fish with red fins and golden eye in deep pool 
•  Stepmother kills it, hides bones beneath dung hill 
•  Man with loose hair descends from above, tells her to hide 

fish bones in her room; it grants all wishes (gold, pearls, 
dresses) 

•  YH goes to cave festival wearing cloak spun from 
kingfisher feathers & gold shoes (one left behind) 

•  Caveman sells shoe (light as down, soundless on stone) to 
ruler of T’o-han who searches for fit 

•  Marries YH, sisters killed by flying stones, buried in Tomb 
of the Distressed Women 

•  Treasure by the bones washed away 



 “Bluebeard” 



Perrault’s “Bluebeard” 

•  After big party marries younger daughter 
•  Leaves keys to forbidden room 
•  Down staircase to door, inside floor of blood reflects 

bodies of dead women hung up on walls 
•  Blood-stained key and incremental repetition till 

brothers arrive and kill Bluebeard before he can 
decapitate sister 





“Fitcher’s Bird” (Grimms) 



•  Sorceror lures 3 daughters to house, gives them egg 
and key to forbidden room 

•  Two decapitated to join dismembered people in 
bloody basin 

•  3rd hides egg, gathers body parts, and sisters come 
back to life 

•  Sends Sorceror home carrying basket of gold with 
sisters inside 

•  Puts skull garlanded with flowers in window, crawls 
into barrel of honey, rolls in feathers, and goes to 
meet bridegroom 

•  Brothers burn the house down 





•  Rich suitor lures miller’s daughter to house in forest 
•  She scatters lentils and peas along the path of ashes, 

to dark, spooky, gloomy house 
•  Down to cellar finds old woman bobbing her head 

who warns her about the cannibalistic thieves 
•  Bring maiden home, give her white, red, yellow 

wine, strip her, chop her up, salt her, and throw body 
into cauldron 

•  Cut off finger with ring which lands in her lap 
•  Drugs thieves, follows path of sprouted peas and 

lentils by moonlight home to mill 
•  Tells whole story at wedding, reveals the ring, 

bridegroom and band executed 





Joseph Jacobs, “Mr. Fox” 

•  Lady Mary goes to castle with moat 
•  Gateway, doorway, stairs, gallery door with 

inscriptions “Be bold, be bold!” 
•  To Bloody Chamber, bodies and skeletons inside, 

Mr. Fox dragging new maiden home 
•  Finger with diamond ring falls in her lap, goes home 
•  Wedding day re-tells the story as if it were a dream, 

and reveals finger with diamond 
•  Brothers and friends chop Mr. Fox into a thousand 

pieces 



Margaret Atwood 



•  Sally the 3rd Wife of Ed, “the heart man” with the 
shack in the ravine 

•  Hospital lab cardiogram: Sally stripped down and 
heart projected (other women) 

•  Ed’s inscrutable inner world as the forest 
•  “Forms of Narrative Fiction Class”: Epic (Odyssey 

and Ulysses); Ballad (Murders); Folk Tales and Oral 
Tradition (‘Fitcher’s Bird’ and Egg: fertility, spells, 
world, virginity) 

•  Marylynn flirting with Ed: Egg as Heart (what will 
hatch from it?) 



Bartok’s “Bluebeard’s Castle” 

•  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=w7zqNgta_cw 

•  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JDJ3BQjAXHY 

•  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vlL6NdgIji8 











Angela Carter, “The Bloody Chamber” 
http://www.angelfire.com/falcon/rote/CARTER.html 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=81uU7TXH3YE 



“Hansel and Gretel” (Grimms) 



•  Departure: shiny pebbles, bread crumbs 

•  3rd morning white bird sings and leads to house 
(“nibble nibble”) 

•  Meal of pancakes, sugar, apples, nuts 

•  Witch puts Hansel in cage (little bone trick) 

•  Gretel pushes witch into oven 

•  Takes pearls and jewels, cross water on duck’s back, 
to reunion with father 



































Engelbert Humperdinck 

•  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sf7ieZzy2-g 

•  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sf7ieZzy2-g 



Grimms “Juniper Tree” 



•  Wife prays by juniper tree for child red as blood, white 
as snow 

•  Seasons pass, dies in childbirth, buried under juniper 
tree 

•  Father remarries woman with daughter who decapitates 
son, head into apple basket 

•  Puts head back on with scarf, little sister knocks it off 
by mistake 

•  Son cooked in stew, served to father 
•  Sister buries his bones beneath tree; mist to flames to 

beautiful bird 
•  Flies to goldsmith, shoemaker, miller 
•  Sings story, drops chain to father, shoes to daughter, 

millstone crushes stepmother 
•  Brother reborn amidst smoke and flames 



Joseph Jacobs, “The Rose Tree” 
•  Stepmother with son decapitates girl, serves heart 

and liver to father 
•  Brother buries her in box beneath rose tree 
•  Flowers in the spring and white bird sings like an 

angel 
•  Flies and tells story to cobbler, watchmaker, and 

miller 
•  Flies home and sings story: shoes to brother, gold 

chain to father, millstone kills stepmother 







Perrault, “Little Thumbling” 



•  Thumbling 7th clever, sickly, tiny child 
•  Pebbles, bread, Ogre’s house in deep forest; wife 

feeds them 
•  Thumbling swaps seven crowns from ogress sisters 

to his siblings; 
•  Ogre slits throats of daughters at night 
•  Puts on “seven-league boots” and chases them to 

cave where Thumbling hides others 
•  Puts on boots while Ogre sleeps, gets treasure from 

Ogre’s wife, returns home 





“Pippety Pew” (Scottish) 



•  Mother kills son Johnie while combing his head, 
serves him to father 

•  Sister Katy buries bones below stone at the door, 
and milk-white dove emerges 

•  Sings to washerwomen, man counting silver, miller 
grinding corn 

•  Throws small stones down chimney at home: clothes 
to Katy, silver to father, millstone kills mother 





 Jacobs, “Molly Whuppie” 

•  Parents take 3 youngest children into woods to giant’s 
home with three daughters 

•  Molly swaps straw ropes for gold chains, and giant 
batters his own 3 lassies 

•  Molly and sisters run to King’s house, who sends her 
back for sword, purse, ring 

•  Escapes by “bridge of one hair” twice; third time giant  
grabs her 

•  He puts her in sack between cat and dog with needle, 
thread, and scissors 

•  Molly tricks wife: sews her up in sack, giant batters her, 
and Molly escapes via “bridge” 

•  All marry King’s sons 





Hans Christian Andersen 



“The Little Mermaid” 



•  Sea people in palace, sculpture of boy 
•  At 15 rise to surface to sing; only drowned sailors can see 

the palace below 
•  Rescues Prince from shipwreck; taken to shore where 

temple maiden finds him 
•  Watches him at base of Palace staircase 
•  Mermaids live 300 years then turn into foam; can win 

immortal soul through love 
•  Goes to Sea Witch’s domain (whirlpools, snakes, skeletons, 

house built of bones) 
•  Brews potion in cauldron in exchange for her voice (cuts off 

tongue) 
•  Visits Prince, dances, goes to temple for his marriage 
•  Refuses to kill Prince, turns back into mermaid, ascends to 

heaven with daughters of air; gains immortal soul after 300 
years of good deeds 

































“The Little Match Girl” 

Starving and cold lights three matches 
Visions of warm stove, goose, Christmas tree, 
Granny 
Dies, flying up to Heaven 





“The Girl Who Trod on the Loaf” 
•  Comes to marshy puddle in swamp, steps on loaf to avoid 

wetting her shoes 
•  Descends to the marsh woman’s brewery: nasty mess of 

stinking vats, toads, snakes 
•  Devil and his Great Grandmother come, with needlework for 

sewing & embroidery 
•  Turn girl into statue in Entrance Hall of Hell 
•  Spiders weaving 1000 year web, souls in torment, dirty dress, 

snakes in hair, toads in dress, flies in her eyes 
•  Starving and cold, ballads written about Wicked Inger 
•  Innocent girl, dying mother, old woman cry over her from 

heaven 
•  Beam of light flashes into bottomless pit and Inger turns into 

bird and flies up to world of love and splendor 
•  Noiseless songs till Christmas time, feeds all the other birds 
•  Transformed into dazzling white tern that flies to sun 





“The Red Shoes” 



“The Red Shoes” 

•  Widow makes Karen red shoes on day her mother dies 
•  Goes to Confirmation and first Communion wearing red 

shoes 
•  Old Soldier taps shoes; Karen dances away to Ball, 

Forest, Churchyard 
•  Angel with Sword curses her: dances to Executioner 

who cuts off her feet 
•  Red shoes dance in front of her at church 
•  Prays at home and Angel appears with green bough 

covered with roses  
•  Room turned into church with gold star and her soul 

flies to heaven 



Oscar Wilde 



“The Selfish Giant” 

Winter sets in when Giant builds wall around his 
private garden. Spring returns when children 
sneak back in. Giant dies beneath tree where his 
beloved child kissed him. Child appears with 
wounds of love and takes him to Paradise. 



“The Happy Prince” 
Golden Statue of Prince: swallow from Egypt takes ruby to sick boy, sapphire eyes to 
starving writer, match girl; gold leaf from his body distributed to poor. Statue melted 
down, leaden heart and swallow to God 


